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A fire alarm collected by Josph Mitchell on July 3, 1973
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BIG, BENT EARS originated as an online series in
collaboration with The Paris Review called “Big, Bent
Ears: A Serial in Documentary Uncertainty.”
We have provided links throughout this guide to related
chapters. Please follow along using your mobile devices.
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ROCK FISH STEW is a documentary non-profit
based in Durham, N.C. We work with words, films,
photographs, collected materials – whatever is called
for. We explore people’s daily processes and devotion
to craft, and strive to elucidate the connections between
individuals, their communities and histories, and the
environment at large.

SPECIAL THANKS to Nora Mitchell Sanborn, Elizabeth
Mitchell, Jack Mitchell; Ashley Capps and many at AC Entertainment; Rachel Raney and Sara Bell at the Southern Documentar y Fund; Nicole Rudick and Jef frey Gleaves at The Paris
Review; Kim Bumpas, Erin Donovan, Cur t Willis and all at Visit
Knoxville; Scott Par tin and Mahasti Vafaie of the Tomato Head
restaurant; David Dewhirst and Dewhirst Proper ties; David
Butler and the Knoxville Museum of Ar t; Allan Gurganus, Jane
Holding, Mar y Miller, Mike Wiley, and Steve Gunn; Thomas
Kunkel, Dan Frank, and Lawrence Weschler; David Remnick,
Lillian Ross, and Mark Singer at The New Yorker; Karen Frillmann, Sara Fishko, and Dean Cappello at WNYC; Ben Barwick,
Dave Wilson, Pearl and Brent Arnold; Steve Featherstone and Paul
Maliszewski; Mike Lieber; William L. Bamberger, Jr., Chris Calhoun, and Scott Schomburg.

Big, Bent Ears
A multimedia installation about listening

July 3, 1973
from near Mercer St on Broadway
side—same bldg from where I took
the automatic fire alarm.
Joseph Mitchell
from a note accompanied by scraps of rusted,
painted over metal signage

A jar within a jar, with a note typed on New Yorker stationary,
collected by Joseph Mitchell. Image: Ivan Weiss

IN 2014 ROCK FISH STEW began developing two separate
documentary projects—one on the Big Ears Music Festival in
Knoxville, Tennessee, and the other on legendary New Yorker
magazine writer Joseph Mitchell, a native of Fairmont, N.C.
Big Ears is a unique music festival, presenting music as
diverse as minimalist pioneer Steve Reich, Radiohead’s Jonny
Greenwood, North Carolina’s own Rhiannon Giddens, and the
deafening, face-melting rock group, Swans, set against the historic city of Knoxville at the foot of the Smoky Mountains.
Joseph Mitchell, meanwhile, was a devoted Brooks Brothers
suit-and-fedora man. Between 1938 and 1965 he became one
of the most influential writers in The New Yorker’s history. Using
lean prose, he chronicled the city’s fading neighborhoods, fish
markets, overgrown cemeteries, and abandoned hotels; people
and places bypassed by mainstream culture. His first book
was called My Ears Are Bent (1938), the title a reference to his
renowned ability to hear and render human voices.
In 1964, after the publication of his seminal work Joe Gould’s
Secret, Mitchell stopped publishing. He reported to The New
Yorker’s offices everyday without submitting another piece. Yet
he kept wandering. Instead of chronicling voices, he collected
abandoned objects—19th-century door knobs, scraps of housing trim, keys, and nails. In his small Manhattan apartment, he
squirrelled away remnants from the world he had written about,
before it was gone.
Big, Bent Ears: a multimedia installation about listening
integrates video, photography, and audio from Big Ears, with a
selection of objects collected by Mitchell. The exhibition blends
the festival’s sonic experiences with Mitchell’s time-honored,
analog manner of venturing into neglected corners to listen to
human voices and collect remnants of a disappearing world.
Sam Stephenson and Ivan Weiss | Rock Fish Stew

Nazoranai: a Documentary
Film, 53 minutes, 2015

Ivan Weiss
IN EARLY 2014 as we were preparing to document the Big Ears music festival, our office companion was Mars, a sweet and vigorous mutt. We
would often crank music we’d be hearing live in
a month. No matter the sonic environment, Mars
rested, chin on paws, largely unconcerned.
A week into our listening, we blared a song
that made Mars crouch and whimper. He found
solace under a standing desk. We later determined that this spot was equidistant from the
two speakers—the furthest point Mars could
find from the alarming sound.
The music was by a band called Nazoranai, a
trio comprised of experimental sound artist Oren
Ambarchi, Stephen O’Malley of the band Sunn0)),
and legendary Japanese guitarist and improviser
Keiji Haino. This documentary follows the musicians over the course of four performances.
Film still from Nazoranai: a documentary. Keiji
Haino’s shadow as he performs with Nazoranai at
the Big Ears festival in Knoxville, T.N., 2015

Alien Observers
Three prints, 8"×10", archival pigment, 2015

Richard Rothman
THE FIRST NIGHT of Big Ears weekend, Richard Rothman found himself drawn to a solitary woman in the audience of a performance by the guitarist Steve Gunn.
“She was unaccompanied and about four rows back
from the stage,” Rothman explained. “I could see exceptional intensity in her face, in her listening experience.
She was more focused on the music than just about
anyone else in the room.

Film still from Soundcheck, at a rehearsal with Wu Man and the Kronos Quartet, Big Ears
festival, 2015. Image: Carter McCall

“I didn’t know she was a musician until the next night
when she was performing as Grouper in the same room.
I realized that she was the woman I had photographed
who stood out in the crowd.”

Soundcheck and Concert
Film montages, 120 minutes and 30 minutes, 2015

Alex Boerner, Mika Chance, Carter McCall, Jonna McKone,
G. Ligaiya Romero, Ivan Weiss
THESE COMPANION FILMS feature a rotating collection of raw
video from and around Big Ears. In one, musicians set up equipment
and craft their sound. In the other, audience members experience
performances.
“There is something in the repetition—shows, setups, performances—patterns will emerge. The festival is the [tree] trunk, and
there’s all these cool branches and interesting foliage that sprout
in different directions.”—Mika Chance
Grouper, aka Liz Harris, at Steve Gunn’s show at Big Ears.
Image: Richard Rothman

Surrender to the Situation
Color and black & white, 8"×11", printed on Epson
Premium Luster by Bill Bamberger, 2015

Ivan Weiss

EXPERIMENTAL MUSICIAN Tyondai Braxton
has straddled the line between classical and rock
for most of his life. Those walls collapsed when
he took up the modular synth, an electronic instrument created in the 1960s, for his musical installation HIVE, which blends live percussion with
electronics.
“I’ve been playing guitar since I was twelve,”
he said, “and after a while you play it and know it
so well, and you only hear you playing it. You’re
orbiting the same sounds every time. The mod
synth is temperamental, mercurial. There’s no
way to corral your ideas unless you embrace the
machine’s method. You have to surrender to it.”
Sam Stephenson and Ivan Weiss first interviewed Braxton at Big Ears 2015, in a restored
factory overlooking train tracks. The question
arose: was there a connection between HIVE and
trains? “It would be a sense of being a passenger
and viewing a landscape going by,” he said.
A month later Braxton performed HIVE for
the final time at The Kitchen in New York. Weiss
jumped on Amtrak—the 80 Carolinian—from
Durham to Penn Station to document the performances. These twenty images blend the experiences of HIVE with the train.

From the window of the Carolinian 80 Amtrak train from Durham, NC,
to New York Penn Station on June 2, 2015. Images: Ivan Weiss

Film still from Jonny Greenwood: Anatomy of a Sequence

Jonny Greenwood:
Anatomy of a Sequence
Two films, 3 minutes and 9 minutes, 2015

Kate Joyce
RADIOHEAD’S GUITARIST Jonny Greenwood, who performed
solo at Big Ears, rarely agrees to interviews on camera. In a move
curious in hindsight, Kate Joyce was there to shoot video; she’d
been shooting stills—her preference—all week. Joyce set up a shot
in which Greenwood was hidden in near silhouette.
“I was looking for a way to bring the outside in, to invite the street
into the room.”—Kate Joyce

Mobile

Color and B&W, various sizes ranging from 8”x12” to 30”x24”,
printed on French Durotone paper, 2015

Kate Joyce
Three groups of prints invite viewers to drift in and around the Big
Ears festival.

Across: from Mobile during the Big Ears Festival in Knoxville, 2015

Listening I. At the Big Ears festival, 2015

Listening
Color and black & white wall murals. Various print sizes ranging
from 58" × 188 1/2" to 36" × 72", 2015

Kate Joyce

“It’s a small bar, and there’s the owner behind the
counter, and behind him is his entire record collection,
and it’s usually a pretty big collection, and usually
quite specific, and there’s a really good sound system,
and you pick a record, and he plays the record, and
everyone sits down and listens to it, and no one really
talks, and it’s one of the most beautiful things.”
Oren Ambarchi, sound artist
describing a Japanese kissa in an interview with Rock Fish Stew

The Kissa at CAM
ORIGINATING in Japan in the 1950s, jazz kissas were music
bars for devoted and curious listeners. Loosely inspired by the Japanese tradition, CAM’s kissa provides a comfortable setting where
music lovers can share their collections on a high quality vintage
sound system.
Curated by CAM Raleigh, Rock Fish Stew, Ben Barwick and Dave Wilson. Every Thursday, 8pm-10pm, in the Media Lab. All ages welcome.

Across: a night at the Kissa at CAM. Above: Oren Ambarchi during
soundcheck. Images: Ivan Weiss

Borderline Religious
Film, 12 minutes, 2015

Ligaiya Romero, Mika Chance,
and Ivan Weiss
MANY OF JOSEPH MITCHELL’S STORIES
feature cemeteries; they provoked a reflective
and creative state of mind.
When we arrived in Knoxville for the Big
Ears festival in March 2014, we started by
shooting the process of moving four Steinway
grand pianos. As it happened, the movers, a
half dozen robust Tennesseans, unloaded the
pianos adjacent to the cemetery of the First
Presbyterian Church of Knoxville, where the
city’s forefathers are buried.
In the midst of all this, a tall, slim man in his

Unloading pianos on State Street in Knoxville, beside the First Presbyterian Church cemetery.
Image: Kate Joyce

fifties emerged on the sidewalk, laid his briefcase on end, and sat down on it. This was Tim
Kirkland, who had been hired to tune pianos at
Big Ears all weekend. He had learned the craft
from his father, Oscar, who was also working at the festival, as was his sister Melinda. A
family of piano tuners.
“Every now and then, when I’m tuning, I can
make myself cry,” Tim told us at one point.
“This is getting sort of borderline religious
here, kind of with the f-word mixed in with it …”
Film still of Tim Kirkland tuning a piano at the Tennessee Theater in
Knoxville. Image: Mika Chance

“The best talk is artless, the talk of people trying to
reassure or comfort themselves, women in the sun,
grouped around baby carriages, talking about their
weeks in the hospital or the way meat has gone up,
or men in saloons, talking to combat the lonelines
everyone feels... Now and then, however, someone
says something so unexpected it is magnificent.”
Joseph Mitchell
from My Ears are Bent

Mitchell’s Objects
Five case installations

Victoria Ralston

A note by Joseph Mitchell in a jar. Image: Ivan Weiss

IN 1964, JOSEPH MITCHELL stopped publishing. He was fifty-six
and in his prime. He continued walking the streets of New York, exploring neglected corners, listening to people talk, noticing their
clothing and body language, but instead of producing words for
publication, he collected notes and objects, the latter a strange
achievement: old seafood forks, discarded bricks, other people’s
restaurants receipts, rusted coal-burning stoves, doorknobs, bits
of house trim with ornate floral patterns, postcards illustrating early
twentieth-century hotels and restaurants in downtown New York,
and more—some six thousand remnants by the time he died in 1996,
all of it worth, in a monetary sense, nothing
For the first time ever, a selection of these objects are available for
public view in this exhibition, courtesy of his two surviving daughters, Nora Mitchell Sanborn and Elizabeth Mitchell.

Artists and Contributors
Alex Boerner is a filmmaker and
photographer based in Durham, NC.
He is currently an independent photographer and a staff photographer
for INDY Week.
Mika Chance is a filmmaker, photographer and artist from Greensboro, North Carolina. Her recent film
looks at one individual’s radical gender transition against the backdrop
of rural North Carolina.
Kate Joyce is a visual artist based
in Chicago. In 2012-2014, she was a
photographer in the Bull City Summer project, chronicling a season
with the Durham Bulls. Her work has
appeared in The New Yorker, The
New York Times, and elsewhere.
Carter McCall is a documentary
photographer and filmmaker based
in Durham, NC. His most recent work
focuses on hip-hop artists in North
Carolina.

through the Henson Foundation to
create an experimental puppetry
piece called Harvesting Pomegranate Dreams. She also teaches visual
arts and art history at North Carolina
State University.
G. Ligaiya Romero is a photographer and filmmaker from New York.
Her work explores the experience of
first-generation Americans.
Richard Rothman is a photographer
and 2015 Guggenheim Fellow whose
work is included in the permanent
collections of the Museum of Modern
Art, the Bibliothèque Nationale de
France, the International Center of
Photography, The Brooklyn Museum,
and The Center for Creative Photography, amongst others. He is the
author of “Redwood Saw,” a monograph published by Nazraeli Press.

Jonna Mckone is a Baltimore-based
documentarian, journalist and artist
who holds an MFA from Duke University. She has produced audio stories for local and national audiences
through The World, Living on Earth,
Marketplace, NPR, among others.

Sam Stephenson is founder and
partner at Rock Fish Stew. The
Durham-based nonprofit’s inaugural
project was Bull City Summer, documenting a season at the Durham
Bulls Athletic Park. Stephenson’s
2009 book, The Jazz Loft Project,
is being made into a documentary
produced by WNYC.

Victoria Ralston is a Carrboro-based installation and performance artist and program manger at
Rock Fish Stew. She creates largescale multimedia installation environments. She was recently funded

Ivan Weiss is a Durham-based
filmmaker and partner in Rock Fish
Stew. He recently worked on the Bull
City Summer project. His documentary, Leaving Traces, was on view at
CAM during the summer of 2014.

Acorss: silver spoons collected by Joseph Mitchell. Image: Kate Joyce
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Thursdays at 8pm in the Media Lab

6/8
6/11
6/15
6/18
6/22
6/25
6/29

Ben Barwick (Kings Barcade, Tonk) and Dave Wilson
(Chatham County Line)
Steve Grothmann (Countdown Quartet, Clear Spots)
Sam Stephenson (Rock Fish Stew)
Eddie Taylor (The Loners, Cousins)
Luke Buchanan (Mural artist and painter)
Greg Rice (Cousins, The Backsliders)
Cicely Mitchell, Al Strong, and Bob Rogers (Art of Cool)

7/3
7/9
7/13
7/16
7/20
7/23
7/27
7/30

Dave Wilson (Chatham County Line)
Mac McCaughan (Merge Records, Superchunk)
Groves Willer (Shark Quest)
Laura Ballance (Merge Records, Superchunk)
Cicely Mitchell and Al Strong (Art of Cool)
Caitlin Cary and Skillet Gilmore (Whiskeytown, The Small Ponds)
The Balsa Gliders (Various members)
Grayson Haver Currin (Indy Weekly)

8/3
8/6
8/7
8/10
8/13
8/17
8/20
8/24
8/27

Luke Buchanan (Mural Artist and Painter)
Peele Wimberley (The Connells)
Colin Keesee (WKNC, NC State College of Design student)
Bill Thelen (artist/curator for The Nothing That Is)
Sam McGuire (Both Kinds Radio)
Tricia Mesigian (Orange County Social Club)
Mike Taylor (Hiss Golden Messenger)
Ben Barwick (Kings Barcade, Tonk)
Mikey Perros (Maison Booking)

9/3
9/17
9/24

David Burris (The Veldt, Executive Producer of “Survivor”)
Laura Ballance (Merge, Superchunk)
David Menconi (writer, News & Observer)

10/1
10/8
10/15
10/22
10/29

Mac McCaughan (Merge, Superchunk)
Jeb Bishop (Musician)
Bill Mooney (Tannis Root)
Marshall Wyatt (Old Hat Records)
Grayson Haver Currin (writer, Indy Weekly, Pitchfork)

11/5
11/12
11/19
12/3

Cicely Mitchell (Art of Cool)
Caitlin Cary & Skillet Gilmore (Whiskeytown, Small Ponds)
Branford Marsalis (Musician)
John Darnielle (Mountain Goats)

Design by Natalie F. Smith, Victoria Ralston, and Ivan Weiss

Curated by CAM Raleigh, Rock Fish Stew, Ben Barwick, and Dave Wilson

